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Abstract

It has been experimentally proposed that the discrete regions of articular cartilage (AC), along
with different subchondral bone (SB) tissues, known as the bone-cartilage unit (BCU), are
biomechanically altered during osteoarthritis (OA) degeneration. However, a computational
framework capturing all of the dominant changes in the multiphasic parameters has not yet
been developed. This paper proposes a new BCU finite element (FE) model by combining
several validated, nonlinear, depth-dependent, fibril-reinforced, and swelling models, which
can computationally simulate the variations in the dominant parameters during OA degen-
eration by indentation and unconfined compression (UC) tests. The mentioned dominant
parameters include the proteoglycan depletion, collagen fibrillar softening, permeability and
fluid fraction increase for approximately non-advanced OA. The results depict the importance
of SB tissues in fluid distribution within BCU by decreasing the fluid permeation and pressure
(up to a maximum of 100 KPa) during OA, supporting the notion that SBs might play
a role in the pathogenesis of OA. Furthermore, the OA composition-based studies shed
light on the significant biomechanical role of the calcified cartilage (CC), which experienced
a maximum change of 70 KPa in stress, together with relative load contributions of AC
constituents during OA, in which the osmotic pressure bore around 70% of the loads after
degeneration. To conclude, the new insights provided by the results reveal the significance
of the multiphasic OA simulation and demonstrate the functionality of the proposed BCU
model.
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1 Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of the degenerative joint disease with sociological and financial
impacts on health care systems [1, 2]. Although previous studies have characterized this condition as the
articular cartilage (AC) wear and tear, contemporary studies suggest that OA is a whole knee joint disorder
leading to pain and loss of function without chronic autoimmune mechanisms [3–5]. In particular, it was
experimentally and also computationally observed that different subchondral bone (SB) tissues have a
contributory role in the biomechanical and biochemical degenerative behavior of AC [6–9]. However, a small
proportion of OA researches elaborated this key role [5, 10].
In the case of non-advanced OA, the bone-cartilage unit (BCU) permeability increases, and the AC constituents
sustain damage depth-dependently [7,11,12]. The term BCU, as was firstly introduced by Lories and Luyten [5]
and based on which some FE models were proposed [12,13], consists of several hydrated soft and hard tissues,
namely the AC, calcified cartilage (CC), subchondral cortical bone (SCB), and subchondral trabecular bone
(STB).
Moreover, the AC itself has a multiphasic fibril-reinforced and heterogeneous structure, in which the
proteoglycans and predominant type II collagen fibers govern the nonlinear and anisotropic compression-
tension response of the tissue [14], which should not be underestimated [15]. The interplay of AC constituents
gives rise to the osmotic pressure coming from biochemical factors [16–18] and excellent biotribological
properties [19]. Also, the interstitial fluid pressurization induces a dominant-transient drag force, especially
in AC, which potentially supports most of the applied load [19, 20]. Depending on the simulation procedures,
incorporating all of the above-mentioned properties into a computational OA analysis is of high importance,
yet it is challenging [21].
For the simulation of the multi-tissue pathogenesis of OA, which ideally involves whole knee joints, several
FE simulations were carried out, although with a great deal of simplifying the constitutive equations [22, 23].
Nonetheless, they did not take into account the important osmotic pressure. Indeed, it is quite cumbersome
to simulate the knee joint with its geometrical features and encompass an initially pre-stress state [24,25].
However, by drastically simplifying geometries, the foregoing could be introduced, such as the tissue plugs in
tissue-scale studies [13,26].
In this study, a new BCU model was developed on the basis of the former well-established FE models. This
computational model provides a more comprehensive description of BCU, enabling it to perform a multiphasic
simulation of OA degeneration by comparing the healthy and degenerated BCU through a set of UC and
indentation FE tests. The functionality of the proposed model has been assessed, which also elucidates
the role of the constituents in OA. To our knowledge, no previous study has aimed at simulating such OA
degeneration which takes account of all the dominant multiphasic factors. To this aim, the importance of such
multiphasic simulation was assessed by comparing the results with their counterparts in the previous studies.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Constitutive model

Basically, the AC could be modeled by standard biphasic theory described by Mow et al. [27]. However, the
AC Cauchy stress is contributed by the non-fibrillar σMAT, fibrillar σCOL, and glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
σGAG parts. By considering the fluid pressure p, the AC total stress σTOT becomes

σTOT = σCOL + σMAT − σGAG − pI (1)

The Cauchy stress of the tensile fibrillar and modified neo-Hookean non-fibrillar tensors was adapted from
the previous research [28] as follows
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Where ϕS
0 is the initial solid volume fraction parameter, F the deformation gradient tensor, J the volumetric

deformation, Gm the shear modulus, E0 and Eε the initial and strain-dependent collagen coefficients (due
to collagen stiffening). Also, nI , λI , ρI

C , εI
F are the current fibril direction, elongation, relative collagen

fibril volume fraction, and logarithmic strain of the Ith fibril, respectively. This formulation ignores any AC
viscosity as in our compression simulations, the only dominant transient response might be corresponding to
the fluid pressurization [29].
The collagen network was assumed to be a combination of two large primary fibrils according to the arcade-like
orientation [30, 31] and seven smaller secondary fibrils. Bundles of the dominant primary fibrils extend
perpendicular from the subchondral surface, bend in opposite directions in AC middle zone (MZ) to become
parallel to the AC surface. The secondary fibrils are orientated in the direction of each axis and between
them. The fibril densities were derived by [32]

ρI
C =


ρTOT

C

2CF +7 CF (Primary fibrils)

ρTOT
C

2CF +7 (Secondary fibrils)
(4)

Where CF is a positive constant, and ρT OT
C the depth-dependent total collagen volume fraction per total

solid volume.
Furthermore, an extended two compartmental swelling stress model [33] was used to model the AC GAG
constituent, as it potentially would provide a more accurate description of the degenerated AC than the ideal
Donnan model [25,34]. The GAG Cauchy stress is given by

σGAG = α̂1

(
1
J

)α2

I (5)

Where α̂1 and α2 are GAG material constants.
As the AC finite strains may lead to the void ratio e changes, a depth- and strain-dependent permeability
function was chosen [35–38]

k = k0

(
e

e0

)κ

exp

(
M

2

[(
1 + e

1 + e0

)2
− 1
])

(6)

Where k0 is the zero-strain permeability, e0 the initial void ratio, κ and M the material constants.
On the other hand, the subchondral regions were approximated by a biphasic mixture with an isotropic
elastic solid phase and equivalent fluid phase [12]. Therefore, they are governed by their Young’s modulus Eb

and Poisson’s ratio νb and permeability kb parameters. A comprehensive list of material properties is shown
in Table 1.

2.2 Implementation

The BCU FE model was solved with the aid of the soil consolidation theory in Abaqus (v6.14, Simulia).
However, the AC effective solid parts should be implemented via a user-defined material (UMAT) subroutine.
Before running the analysis (step 0), the continuous depth-dependent material parameters had been calculated
in each AC integration point from the normalized depth parameter (z) by the SDVINI subroutine. Subsequently,
the calculated parameters were transferred to the UMAT subroutine by the state variables (STATEV). Then,
a static (equilibrium) step was run to account for the pre-stress effects on the AC solid matrix due to GAG
molecules reactions (Figure 1).
As the UMAT subroutine makes use of Newton’s method for the sake of FE linearization, the fourth-order
consistent Jacobian tensor should be defined, which is a function of the right Cauchy-Green deformation
tensor C. This tensor is defined as

C = FT · F (7)

To derive the consistent Jacobian tensor 4cijkr, the following equation was suggested [54] in indicial notation
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Table 1: BCU material parameters: The BCU permeability and SB parameters were collected by Stender
et al. [12] from previous works [7, 39–46]. Taffetani et al. [47] measured GAG material coefficients depth-
dependently via the procedure proposed by Stender et al. [25]. Also, the fibrillar and non-fibrillar material
coefficients of the healthy AC was gathered by Wilson et al. [28] from former studies [32,48–50]. The changes
in softened AC were adapted from previous works [51–53]. Generally, these properties were supposed to
simulate a generalized BCU model rather than a specific type.

Material Parameter Intact Degenerated (µm)
Eε (MPa) 3670 917.5
E0 (MPa) 4.63
Gm (MPa) 0.723
CF (-) 3.009
α2 (-) 3.22
α̂1 (MPa) Layer 1: 0.005

Layer 2: 0.010
Layer 3: 0.025
Layer 4: 0.035
Layer 5: 0.042
Layer 6: 0.048
Layer 7: 0.053
Layer 8: 0.058
Layer 9: 0.060

ρtot
c (-) 1.4z2 + 1.1z + 0.59

ϕS
0 (-) 0.1 + 0.1z 0.05 + 0.1z

k0 (mm2.s−1/MPA) SZ: 6.81 × 10−3 SZ: 4.55 × 10−3

MZ: 2.16 × 10−3 MZ: 1.46 × 10−3

DZ: 0.74 × 10−3 DZ: 0.5 × 10−3

M (-) SZ: 5.48, MZ: 5.49, DZ: 7.38
kb (mm2.s−1/MPA) 140 90
Eb (MPa) CC: 320, SCB: 3900, STB: 1019
νb (-) 0.03

4cijkr = 1
2
(
δriσ

EF F
kj + δkjσEF F

ir + δkiσ
EF F
rj + δrjσEF F

ik

)
+ 4c̃ijkr (8)

Where δ is the Kronecker delta, and 4c̃ijkr the fourth-order spatial elasticity tensor, which is

4c̃ijkr = 1
J

[
FipFjqFklFrs

(
4C̃pqls

)]
(9)

Figure 1: The interplay between Abaqus steps and different Fortran subroutines.
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Also, 4C̃pqls is the corresponding fourth-order material elasticity tensor, which should be computed for each
of the AC solid parts by

4C̃ = 2 ∂S
∂C (10)

Where S is the 2nd Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, which is related to the Cauchy stress tensor by

S = JF−1 · σ · F−T (11)

Therefore, the fourth-order elasticity tensor should be derived for each part by the above-mentioned equations
as follows

4c̃ijkr = 1
2
(
δriσ

EFF
kj + δkjσEFF

ir + δkiσ
EFF
rj + δrjσEFF
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)
+ 4c̃

COL
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MAT
ijkr + 4c̃

GAGs
ijkr (12)

Where 4c̃
COL
ijkr , 4c̃

MAT
ijkr , 4c̃

GAGs
ijkr are respectively the fibrillar, non-fibrillar, and GAG spatial elasticity tensors.

The latter was previously derived as [47]
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The other constituent elasticity tensors were derived in Appendix as
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2.3 Simulations

To investigate the OA multiphasic degeneration effects, the tests were simulated for the healthy and degenerated
BCU models by an approach similar to the previous studies [12,53], where the thicknesses of the AC superficial
zone (SZ), MZ and deep zone (DZ), as well as CC, SCB, and STB regions were assumed to be 1.5mm, 5.0mm,
3.5mm, 0.05mm, 10mm, 10mm, respectively. Also, all the dominant parameters were altered during the
non-advanced OA according to the recent study [11].
The UC test was simulated by 620 four-node axisymmetric quadrilateral, bilinear displacement and pore
pressure elements with full integration (CAX4P). The nodal displacements at the bottom rigid impermeable
platen were confined. The BCU, 10mm in diameter, was axially compressed by a rigid impermeable platen
up to 1% strain. After relaxation, an additional 5% strain at a ramp-strain rate of 0.001s−1 took place, and
then the platen was held unchanged to allow for full relaxation; meanwhile, the reaction force was recorded.
As to the indentation test, 1722 identical elements were utilized. The nodes at the bottom of BCUs were
completely constrained. The BCU diameter was increased to 70mm to prevent any edge effects in AC. The
indentation loading was applied by a 5% strain of the impermeable indenter (Figure 2) at a strain rate
of 0.05s−1, with subsequent unloading back to the initial location during 2s, while the reaction force was
recorded. The impermeable indenter, 25mm in diameter, was modeled with a small fillet of radius 0.3mm
at the sharp corner in order to avoid the induced stress concentration. The nodal displacements at the
bottom impermeable plane of the BCUs were confined, while a biphasic contact condition was prescribed, in
which the free fluid flow was allowed in the top BCU surface that is not in contact. This contact condition
was prescribed by a FLOW subroutine, which requires identifying the seepage coefficient and reference sink
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Figure 2: Axisymmetric FE models for UC simulation (left) and indentation simulation (right).

pressure parameters. For our material constitutive equations, the foregoing parameters were assumed to be
1mms3/N.s and 0, respectively [55].
As explained in the preceding section, a static step was implemented for 1s before implementing the main
simulations (Figure 1). Following this step in the indentation tests and the first relaxation in the UC tests,
the vertical Cauchy stresses in the BUC parts were calculated to evaluate the functionality of the proposed
model. Also, the displacements of the nodes at the symmetry axis of all of the models were confined in the
radial direction while zero pore pressure was imposed on the radial boundaries.
In addition to implementing a mesh refinement study and comparing the results of this study with the
previous experimental data, two other experimental tests were simulated once again by the proposed model to
evaluate the validity of the model. Accordingly, a UC test [56], plus a confined compression experiment [57],
which was also replicated by another validated FE model [28], were implemented. Readers are referred to the
corresponding papers for a more detailed description of the tests.

3 Results

3.0.1 Simulations

Figure 3 represents the results of the pore pressure and fluid velocity vector for the healthy and degenerated
BCU in the indentation test. While a 30% decrease in the fluid velocity is discernible in subchondral regions,
the pore pressure decreased by a maximum of around 100KPa in AC. This test shows a huge diminished
peak reaction force during OA degeneration (Figure 4). Also, the mesh refinement study of the reaction force
demonstrates sufficient mesh convergence by roughly a 50% reduction of the element numbers. Another point
to consider is that the AC boundary near CC involves some distortions due to the AC pre-stress condition,
which produced oscillating values. These inaccuracies are far from the region of interest and therefore did not
interrupt the validity of the results.
The contributions of the AC phases, near the subchondral zones, to vertical load sharings were depicted in
percent (Figure 5). During OA, the load support was mainly shifted from the fluid pressure to the other AC
phases, particularly the osmotic pressure, which also decreased depth-wisely (Figure 6).
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Figure 3: FE indentation simulation results for interstitial pore pressure and fluid velocity at peak load (just
before the unloading step).

The recorded reaction forces in both compression tests declined by roughly 50% after OA while the stresses in
the AC parts mainly decreased, with the exception of the fibrillar stresses, which increased after OA (10KPa
in peak loads), and the non-fibrillar stresses, which were more or less zero in all tests (Figure 7). Also, the
recorded stresses in subchondral regions fell after OA, where the CC and STB respectively correspond to
the lowest and highest stresses in UC tests, and these regions respectively contributed the most and the
least to the load bearings in the indentation tests (Figure 8). The magnitudes of the osmotic pressure and
non-fibrillar stress did not substantially vary during each different analysis; meanwhile, the fluid and fibrillar
phases experienced upward and downward trends, respectively. After OA, the fluid part witnessed the most
significant falls in stress (around 30KPa in UC and 80KPa in indentation tests), and the fibrillar part went
up by around 10KPa in both tests at peak loads. During unloading, the values of fluid pressure, unlike other
BCU parts, did not follow the same paths as the loading steps to reach zero and experienced the maximum

Figure 4: Plots of reaction force vs. time for the indentation test.
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Figure 5: Contribution of AC components to normal load sharing in the DZ near the SBs at peak loads in (a)
UC and (b) indentation tests.

decreases of roughly 40KPa and 10KPa before and after OA, respectively. During stress relaxation, the
stresses in the fluid and CC parts first peaked then reduced, whereas the stresses in the other AC phases did
not vary dramatically, and the subchondral stresses went down. Among peak stresses in different subchondral
regions, the CC saw the most drastic drops in stress during OA (70 and 53KPa in indentation and UC tests,
respectively).

3.0.2 Validation tests

During the UC test, the model could predict the response in the range of the maximum strain of this study
(around 10%). Further deformation of the tissue, led to an approximately maximum error of 15% (Figure 9).
The confined compression results represent similar trends in the stress-strain behavior of the tissue constituents,
while a roughly fixed difference in the osmotic pressure is observable (around 20KPa), originated from the

Figure 6: Plots of osmotic pressure vs. AC normalized depth (z) for indentation analysis at peak load.
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Figure 7: Stress in different phases of AC, near the SBs, as a function of recorded reaction force during UC
tests on (a) healthy and (b) degenerated BCUs, plus indention tests on (c) healthy and (d) degenerated
BCUs.

difference in the GAG formulations. The total stress results, however, are similar to the previous numerical
and experimental data (Figure 10).

4 Discussion

This study proposed a BCU FE model by incorporating some of the validated models [12,28,33] to conduct a
multiphasic simulation of the non-advanced OA during a set of UC and indentation tests. The degeneration
was studied by altering the dominant changing parameters, which are comprised of the collagen softening,
permeability and fluid fraction increase. The principal alterations during OA degeneration typically include
simultaneous proteoglycan and collagen depletion [11]. Proteoglycans depletion increases the BCU permeability
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Figure 8: Stress in subchondral regions as a function of recorded reaction force during UC tests on (a) healthy
and (b) degenerated BCUs, plus indention tests on (c) healthy and (d) degenerated BCUs.
Note: The simulation method was aimed at assessing the functionality of BCU multiphasic model, and the
result would be different in advanced OA or different loading conditions.

and AC fluid fraction, and it alters the osmotic pressure and solid matrix stiffness [52]. The latter case
could be neglected, considering that the non-fibrillar constituent bears inappreciable importance in our
simulations [18] (Figure 5). The proteoglycan depletion is discernible only in the SZ during early OA [11].
However, this zone involves lesser osmotic pressure [18] (Figure 6). Therefore, the osmotic material parameters
assumed constant during the simulations.
In both of the tests, the OA degeneration reduced the AC osmotic pressure, while its load sharing contributions
were dramatically increased, despite the overall osmotic pressure reduction (Figure 7). The fibrillar stress
contributions increased, which is interesting as this part was softened, implying that the degeneration
transferred more loads from the fluid phase to the fibrillar phase. As the tests were carried out by the
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Figure 9: Plot of reaction force vs. time in validation UC experiment conducted by Korhonen et al. [56].

displacement control less than 10% strain, the BCU stresses witnessed an unsurprising reduction in stress.
Also, CC involves the highest stress variations, implying that CC might be the most important part of
subchondral tissues, which is in agreement with the previous experimental observations [7, 11] (Figure 8).
In the Indentation simulation, the reaction force decreased after OA (Figure 4), which is in contrast to the
previous FE simulation [12], as they only considered the permeability increase. Therefore, the recording
reaction force was governed by the solid matrix softening in lieu of the ‘short circuit’ effect, which could
surprisingly increase the elasticity in some particular situations [12]. The similar reduction in the reaction
forces was also reported in the previous experimental AC study [58]. Additionally, in agreement with some
experimental observations [7, 59], this simulation put the emphasis on the importance of the mass transport
in SBs, considering that the degeneration can severely reduce the fluid permeation through SBs (Figure 3).
The result would have been totally different if our model only had encompassed the permeability increase [12].
These conflicting results show the importance of a totally multiphasic simulation.
The accuracy of the proposed FE model was evaluated by comparison of the data from previous studies
as well as implementing separate studies with this model. First and foremost, the previous validated FE
study [18] determined the relative contributions of the healthy AC parts to load bearings under similar
compression tests, in which the results for the AC DZ zones indicate that the fluid pressure contributed the

Figure 10: Plots of stress-strain behavior, measured from validation simulation of confined compression,
proposed by Schinagl et al. [57] and replicated by Wilson et al. [28], in terms of (a) constituent stresses in the
AC upper layers and (b) effective stresses.
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most (73% in indentation and 63% in UC), and the remaining loads were mostly supported by the osmotic
pressure. These findings are very analogous to the results of the present BCU model (Figure 5), although
their fluid pressure parameters took more loads (around a maximum of 20%). Such a difference could be
explained by the higher strain rates of the previous study, which can turn some of the osmotic pressure to
fluid pressure [18]. Secondly, replication of two other experimental tests, including a UC [56] (Figure 9) and
confined compression tests [57] (Figure 10), verified the general model fidelity. Finally, the mesh refinement
studies were conducted in the indentation simulation, because of the mesh distortions near the boundary,
which verified the computational accuracy (Figure 4).
Although this study improved on the general BCU model, it still has some limitations. Firstly, the loading
conditions were deliberately chosen in compliance with the previous similar study [60] for the sake of
comparison, which did not include all the physiological loads, such as the rotational or shear load types.
Moreover, the SB model incorporated a general material description of SBs and the changes in permeability
during OA, giving a better qualitative picture of the OA process in this region in comparison to previous models.
Nonetheless, such a general model of SBs is another limitation of this study, as it did not encompass the
location-dependent alterations in the geometry and biomaterial parameters of SBs [9], which can quantitatively
affect the recorded parameters in subchondral parts [9]. The future studies should be directed toward the
simulations with more load conditions along with further details of the material behavior of the tissue [61–65].
In conclusion, the proposed FE model provides some different results in comparison to its simpler counterparts,
showing the importance of the multiphasic simulation of BCU OA. In particular, the simulation might reinforce
the notion that different SBs play a role in the pathogenesis of OA by reducing the overall fluid permeation.
Also, it is shown that the BCU dominant parameters highly influence the OA degeneration, and the relative
contribution of the fibrillar part might surprisingly increase by collagen softening. These new results
demonstrate the functionality of the proposed general BCU model.
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Appendix

In this appendix, the details of the consistent Jacobian tensor derivation for the fibrillar and non-fibrillar AC
matrix constituents are presented via a similar approach of the GAG constituent derivation [25,47]. Recalling
(11) and using (2), the 2nd Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor of the fibrillar constituent was simply derived as

SCOL
ij = ϕS

0
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F N I
i N I

j

)
(16)

Where N I
i is the initial fibril direction in the Ith fibril that is related to the right Cauchy-Green deformation

tensor by

N I
i CijN I

j =
(
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)2 (17)

Recalling (10) and using (16), the fibrillar material elasticity tensor was derived as
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Also, differentiation of the fibrillar logarithmic strain with respect to the right Cauchy-Green deformation
tensor yields

∂εI
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And differentiation of equation (17) with respect to elongation yields
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Substituting (19) and (20) into (18) and recalling (9), the fibrillar matrix spatial elasticity tensor yields (14).
On the other hand, the non-fibrillar matrix material elasticity tensor was derived by a similar approach as
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This equation requires the following differentiations [66]
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Substituting (22) and (23) into (21) and recalling (9), the non-fibrillar matrix spatial elasticity tensor yields
(15).
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